FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Gaia PC Jigsaw Puzzle 2 Beta 1 Released
Gaia PC Jigsaw Puzzle 2 released in beta at half the regular price.
Montreal, Quebec, May 19th 2011 - Gaia Dream Creation has released the second version of its
jigsaw puzzle game in beta version. The first version was named “Gaia 3D Puzzle”. The official
name of the second version is “Gaia PC Jigsaw Puzzle 2”.
Gaia PC Jigsaw Puzzle 2 is a PC jigsaw puzzle game for the Windows platform that allows
gamers creating and playing personalized jigsaw puzzles with their personal images. The game
uses a real 3D space allowing gamers to play like traditional jigsaw puzzle games on table. This
removes the restriction of the computer screen. Mainly the game is about playing jigsaw puzzles
with any image and a custom number of pieces up to 2000.
The company decided to release the game in beta version to get more feedback from the gamers
and to make some adjustments before the final release. About 90% of the game is completed.
Although it is not fully completed, the game is fully functional and stable even in beta version.
This new release also brings several improvements and features over its predecessor. The
design of the game has been revised to allow gamers playing more intuitively. For example, the
piece management (taking, moving, connecting pieces) has been improved to never lose pieces
under other stacks of pieces. The view now uses controls inspired from desktop applications like
scroll bars and zoom, which make the game more intuitive to play.
The company is doing a promotion during the beta period. The game is sold $9.95 USD for a
limited time. As the game is being completed and is approaching the final version, the price will
be increased gradually to reach the regular price of $19.95 USD.
Gaia PC Jigsaw Puzzle 2 is available in English and French for Windows XP/Vista/7. More
information is available on the game's web page.
URL: http://www.gaiadreamcreation.com/games/gaia-pc-jigsaw-puzzle/
About Gaia Dream Creation - Gaia Dream Creation Inc. is an independent game development
company. It develops, distributes and publishes: games, desktop applications and websites for
entertainment.
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